Digital Blockchain Foundation
A blockchain-powered network to connect, collaborate and benefit.
We decided to mimic society’s primary yearning for human connections by building the Digital Blockchain
Foundation (DBF Connect), the world’s first decentralized innovation network to reinvent online interactions. Our platform will transform online communication and relationship building by bringing together
interested-based communities to form an innovative and protocol-layer solution. Users will be rewarded
for their actions, building their personal community, growing their business, connecting with their professional network or enjoying their hobbies. Time and data have value and DBF Connect’s reward system will
incentivize all users while protecting data ownership.
Vision:
Be a decentralized, innovation network where you gain benefits.
Mission
Improve worldwide quality and experience of interactions and collaboration between people.
Users’ data are currently spread out in disparate platforms with a distinct usage whether
professional or personal. Our personal data
belongs to us and not to corporations. With
that in mind, DBF Connect is building a
holistic platform that combines the convenience of a centralized system with the
security of a decentralized one. By utilizing blockchain technology, we will ensure that your data stays protected in your

hands and not sold to the highest bidder. Our
platform is not designed for the sole purpose
of connecting, as progress is built by giving individuals and communities the freedom to
explore new ground. We will be presenting
our Ecosystem Developement Kit following
our public sale to allow users to develop
and customize the platform to their liking, giving the users the tools to build and develop
anything they can imagine within our platform.

Our team brings together progressive visionaries, passionate entrepreneurs and talented engineers with a zeal for open-source blockchain ecosystems that will shape the future of our
society. Transparency is the best way to build a company and we want to reiterate our values:
Commitment: We get sh** done. Respect & Honesty: We put people first. Integrity: We uphold the highest standards in what we do. Teamwork: A team makes a dream work. Sustainability:
We consistently deliver for the long term.
Deep tech has a huge potential to improve the way we interact with one another and the way we do
business. I have been heavily involved in the European startup scene and an entrepreneurial spirit is
a key force in driving economic growth and success. Nothing makes you more successful than helping
others become successful. At DBF Connect, we want to support the success of others, and we believe
in the power of DBF Connect to make it happen.
Christian Tegge, CEO
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